of G(K) which exhibits G(K) as an inductive limit of schemes. The filtration above is invariant under the (right) action of G(O) on G(K) and thus, after taking the quotient of G(K) by G(O) one gets a filtration of G which exhibits it as a union of finite dimensional projective schemes. Furthermore, the morphism π : G(K) → G is locally trivial in the Zariski topology, i.e., there exists a Zariski open subset U ⊂ G such that π −1 (U ) ∼ = U × G(O) and π restricted to U × G(O) is simply projection to the first factor. For details see for example [BL1, LS] .
The group scheme G(O) acts on G with finite dimensional orbits. In order to describe the orbit structure, let us fix a maximal torus T ⊂ G. We write W for the Weyl group and X * (T ) for the coweights Hom(C * , T ). Then the G(O)-orbits on G are parametrized by the W -orbits in X * (T ), and given λ ∈ X * (T ) the G(O)-orbit associated to it is G λ = G(O) · λ ⊂ G, where we have identified X * (T ) as a subset of G(K).
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, which we fix for the rest of the paper. All sheaves that we encounter in this paper will be sheaves in the classical topology. We denote by P G(O) (G, k) the category of G(O)-equivariant perverse k-sheaves on G with finite dimensional support and by P S (G, k) the category of perverse k-sheaves on G which are constructible with respect to the orbit stratification S of G and which have finite dimensional support. We use the notational conventions of [BBD] for perverse sheaves, in particular, in order for the constant sheaf on a G(O)-orbit G λ to be perverse it has to be placed in degree − dim G λ .
We will now put a tensor category structure on P G(O) (G, k) via the convolution product. Consider the following diagram of maps (of sets)
where the action is given on the G(K)-factor via right multiplication by an inverse and on the G-factor by left multiplication. The p and q are projection maps and m is the multiplication map. All other terms in (2.2) have been given a structure of an ind-scheme except
The description of this structure is easier in the global context of section 3 where it is a special case of a more general construction and thus we omit the details here. We define the convolution product
To make sense of this definition we first use the fact that p and q are locally trivial in the Zariski topology. This guarantees the existence ofÃ
To see the local triviality of q one can use the same arguments as for example in [BL1, LS] , and as was pointed out above, the local triviality of p is proved in those references. It remains to show that Rm * Ã ∈ P G(O) (G, k) . To that end we introduce the notion of a stratified semi-small map. Let us consider two complex stratified spaces (Y, T ) and (X, S) and a map f : Y → X. We assume that the two stratifications are locally trivial with connected strata and that f is a stratified with respect to the stratifications T and S, i.e., that for any T ∈ T the image f (T ) is a union of strata in S and for any S ∈ S the map f |f −1 (S) : f −1 (S) → S is locally trivial in the stratified sense. We say that f is a stratified semi-small map if (2.4) a) for any T ∈ T the map f |T is proper b) for any T ∈ T and any S ∈ S such that S ⊂ f (T ) we have
for any (and thus all) x ∈ S .
Next the notion of a small stratified map. We say that f is a small stratified map if there exists a (non-trivial) open stratified subset W of Y such that (2.5)
is proper and has finite fibers c) for any T ∈ T , T ⊂ W , and any
The result below follows directly from dimension counting:
If f is a small stratified map then, with any W as above, and any A ∈ P T (W, k), we have Rf * j ! * A =j ! * f * A, where j : W ֒→ Y andj : f (W ) ֒→ X denote the two inclusions.
We apply the above considerations, in the semismall case, to our situation. We take Y = G(K) × G(O) G and choose T to be the stratification whose strata are
We also let X = G, S the stratification by G(O)-orbits, and choose f = m. To conclude the constructions of the convolution product on P G(O) (G, k) it suffices to note that the sheafÃ is constructible with respect to the stratification T and appeal to the following
− → G is a stratified semismall map with respect to the stratifications above.
For an outline of proof, see the appendix. One can define the convolution product of three sheaves completely analogously to (2.3). This gives an associativity constraint for the convolution product thus giving P G(O) (G, k) the structure of an associative tensor category. In the next section we construct a commutativity constraint for the convolution product.
The Commutativity Constraint.
In order to construct the commutativity constraint we will need to consider the convolution product in the global situation. Let X be a smooth curve over the complex numbers. Let x ∈ X be a closed point and denote by O x the completion of the local ring at x and by K x its fraction field. Then the Grassmannian
represents the following functor from C-algebras to sets :
Here the pairs (F , ν) are to be taken up to isomorphism, X R = X × Spec(R), and X * R = (X − {x}) × Spec(R) . For details see for example [BL1, BL2, LS] . We now globalize this construction and at the same time form the Grassmannian at several points on the curve. Denote the n fold product by X n = X × · · · × X and consider the functor
Here we think of the points x i : Spec(R) → X as subschemes of X R by taking their graphs. One sees that the functor in (3.2) is represented by an ind-scheme
X is an ind-scheme over X n and its fiber over the point (
We will now extend the diagram of maps (2.2), which was used to define the convolution product, to the global situation, i.e., to a diagram of ind-schemes over X 2 :
X .
Roughly, the diagram starts with a pair of torsors, each trivialized off one point. One chooses a trivialization of the first torsor near the second point, and uses it to glue the torsors. More precisely, G X × G X denotes the ind-scheme representing the functor
where (X R ) x2 denotes the formal neighborhood of x 2 in X R . The "twisted product" G X× G X is the ind-scheme representing the functor
It remains to describe the morphisms p, q, and m in (3.3). Because all the spaces in (3.3) are ind-schemes over X 2 , and all the functors involve the choice of the same (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ X 2 (R) we omit it in the formulas below. The morphism p simply forgets the choice of µ 1 , the morphism q is given by the natural transformation
where F is the G-torsor gotten by gluing F 1 on X R − x 2 and F 2 on (X R ) x2 using the isomorphism induced by ν 2 • µ −1 1 between F 1 and F 2 on (X R − x 2 ) ∩ (X R ) x2 . The morphism m is given by the natural transformation
Just as in section 2 we define the convolution product of
Precisely as in section 2, the sheafB exists because q is locally, even in the Zariski topology, a product. Furthermore, the map m is a stratified small map -regardless of the stratification on X. To see this, let us denote by ∆ ⊂ X 2 the diagonal and set U = X 2 − ∆. Then we can take, in definition (2.5), as W the locus of points lying over U . That m is small now follows as m is an isomorphism over U and over points of ∆ the map m coincides with its analogue in section 2 which is semi-small by theorem 2.7.
Let us now, for simplicity, choose X = A 1 . Then the choice of a global coordinate on A 1 , trivializes G X over X; let us write ρ : G X → G for the projection. Let us
X to the diagonal ∆ ∼ = X and to U , and observing that these restrictions are isomorphic to G X and to (G X × G X )|U respectively, we get the following diagram (3.10)
Part a) of the lemma follows from smallness of m and lemma 2.6. Lemma 3.11 gives us the following sequence of isomorphisms:
Specializing this isomorphism to (any) point on the diagonal yields a functorial isomorphism between A 1 * A 2 and A 2 * A 1 . We take this isomorphism as our commutativity constraint.
Remark 3.13. The construction of the commutativity constraint can be carried out in a more elegant way as follows. We first observe that the image of the embed-
consists precisely of objects in P GX (O) (G X , k) which are "constant" along X. This subcategory of P GX (O) (G X , k) coincides with PG X (O) (G X , k), whereG X (O) denotes the semi direct product of G X (O) and the groupoid which consists of pairs of points (x, y) ∈ X × X together with an isomorphism between the formal neighborhood of x and the formal neighborhood of y.
If X is an arbitrary smooth curve then the functor i 0 : (G, k) still has meaning and is an equivalence of categories. It is clear that the convolution product (3.9) gives us a convolution product on the category PG X (O) (G X , k). Thus, we can give the construction of the commutativity constraint in terms of PG X (O) (G X , k) and i 0 without specializing to X = A 1 and choosing a global coordinate.
The Fiber Functor.
Let Vec k denote the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over k. Let us consider the global cohomology functor H * : P G(O) (G, k) → Vec k , where we ignore the grading on global cohomology.
Let r denote the map r : G
X → X 2 . That H * is tensor functor follows immediately from
The claims a) and b) follow from lemma 3.11. It remains to note that, in the notation of formula (3.9), the sheaf R(r • m) * B is constant; this implies c).
We now come to the main technical result of this paper. In order to state it we will fix some further notation. We choose a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G which contains the maximal torus T . This, of course, determines a choice of positive roots. Let N denote the unipotent radical of B. As usual, we denote by ρ half the sum of positive roots of G. For any ν ∈ X * (T ) we write ht(ν) for the height of ν with respect to ρ. The N (K)-orbits on G are parametrized by X * (T ); to each ν ∈ X * (T ) = Hom(C * , T ) we associate the N (K)-orbit S ν = def N (K) · ν. Note that these orbits are neither of finite dimension nor of finite codimension.
We have a natural equivalence of functors
This result immediately gives the following consequence:
Corollary 4.4. The global cohomology functor
Here is a brief outline of the proof of theorem 4.3. Let us consider unipotent radicalN of the borelB opposite to B. TheN (K)-orbits on G are parametrized by X * (T ): to each ν ∈ X * (T ) we associate the orbit T ν =N (K) · ν . Recall that the G(O)-orbits are parametrized by X * (T )/W . The orbits S ν and T ν intersect the orbits G λ as follows:
c) the intersections in a) and b) are of pure dimension .
In proving estimates a) and b) we use the fact that the boundary ∂S ν is given by one equation in the closureS ν . For the idea behind the proof of c), see the appendix. From the dimension estimates (4.5a,b) above we conclude immediately that
Theorem 4.3 follows immediately from (4.6) and the following statement:
To see (4.7) we use the fact that N (K)-orbits andN (K)-orbits are in general position with respect to each other. 
Remark 4.9. The decomposition of G λ into N (K)-orbits andN (K)-orbits is an example of a perverse cell complex. Perverse cell complexes are the analogues of CW-complexes for computing cohomology of perverse sheaves instead of the ordinary cohomology. In the case at hand we are in the situation analogous to the one for CW-complexes where the dimensions of all cells are of the same parity. We will develop the general theory of perverse cell complexes elsewhere.
The dual group.
We will now apply Tannakian formalism as in [DM] to P G(O) (G, k) and the functor H * . In sections 2 and 3 we have given a tensor product structure on the category P G(O) (G, k) via convolution and we have given functorial associativity and commutativity constraints for this tensor product. To see that P G(O) (G, k) is a rigid tensor category, we still must exhibit the identity object and construct duals. The identity object is given by the sky scraper sheaf supported on the point 1 · G(O) ∈ G whose stalk is k. The dual A ∨ of a sheaf A ∈ P G(O) (G, k) is given as follows. Consider the following sequence of maps
where i is the inversion on G(K), i.e., i(g) = g −1 . We define an equivalence
Then the dual A ∨ is given by A ∨ = ι(DA), where D denotes the Verdier dual. In 4.1 we showed that the tensor product gets taken to the ordinary tensor product in Vec k by the functor H * . Furthermore, the associativity and the commutativity constraints on P G(O) (G, k) get mapped to the standard ones on Vec k by H * . Corollary 4.4 says that H * is exact and from this it is not hard to deduce that it is also faithful. Thus, we have verified that P G(O) (G, k) together with H * constitutes a neutral Tannakian category and by [DM, theorem 2 .11] we conclude:
Proposition 5.1. There exists an affine group schemeǦ such that the tensor category P G(O) (G, k) is equivalent to the (tensor category) of representations ofǦ. This equivalence is given via the fiber functor H * .
We claim:
Proposition 5.2. The affine groups schemeǦ is isomorphic to the Langlands dual of G.
To see this, one may argue as follows. First of all, it is not difficult to see thatǦ is connected. By theorem 4.3b) we conclude that the dual torusŤ of T is contained inǦ and then one shows, as in [G] , that the torusŤ is maximal. IfǦ had a unipotent radical, then the category of P G(O) (G, k) would have certain non-trivial self extensions of objects and this can easily be ruled out (this argument is due to Soergel). As one can express the root datum of a reductive group in terms of its irreducible representations one concludes, following [G] , thatǦ is the dual group of G.
A few remarks are in order. BecauseǦ is reductive, one concludes immediately that P G(O) (G, k) is semisimple. One can also see directly that P G(O) (G, k) ∼ = P S (G, k) is semisimple, for example from [Lu, theorem 11c] .
Let us make the statements of propositions 5.1 and 5.2 more concrete. Let λ ∈ X * (T )/W = X * (Ť )/W . To λ we can associate an irreducible representation V λ of the Langlands dual groupǦ on one hand, and a G(O)-orbit G λ , and thus an irreducible perverse sheaf V λ = j ! * k λ [dim G λ ], j : G λ ֒→ G, on the other. Under the equivalence of proposition 5.1 the sheaf V λ and the representation V λ correspond to each other. Furthermore, the representation space of V λ gets identified with implies (4.5c) in the antidominant case. To deduce (4.5c) for general ν ∈ X * (T ) we use the factorization
and observe that the first factor S ν ∩ G ν ∩ G λ is a Lagrangian subvariety of the symplectic leaf G ν ∩ G λ .
Remark 6.4. Using the same techniques one can also prove a stronger form of estimate (6.1). Namely, that the variety m −1 S ν ∩ p −1 (G λ ) × G(O) G µ is of pure dimension ht(λ + µ + ν).
